
UNIVERSITY of MISSOURI
RESEARCH REACTOR CENTER

March 23, 2012

ATTN: Document Control Desk
Director, Division of Spent Fuel Storage and Transportation
Office of Nuclear Material Safety and Safeguards
US Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

RE: Certificate of Compliance Number 9341, docket 71-9341, Package
USA/9341/B(U)F-96, BEA Research Reactor (BRR) Package

Dear Sir or Madam:

Below please find a notification per 10 CFR 71.95 regarding use of the subject package
by University of Missouri Research Reactor (MURR).

(1) ABSTRACT

MURR shipped the subject cask twice in fall 2011 with an incorrect drain port sealing
washer installed. In both instances, the shipment passed the required pre-shipment
helium leak testing.

(2) NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION

On two occasions in the fall of 2011, MURR used the subject cask to transport spent fuel
to the Savannah River site. These were the first and second shipments ever conducted
using this cask. During each shipment, spare parts provided by the cask certificate of
compliance holder were installed as directed in the cask documentation, and the helium
leak check and shipment proceeded without incident.

In late January, 2012, MURR learned through the notification to NRC per 10 CFR 71.95
by Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) that one of these spare parts, the drain
port sealing washer, was incorrectly specified in the package documentation, and that the
incorrect part had therefore been supplied by the manufacturer with the cask. The
incorrect part (NAS 1523 C9N) is made of the same material as the correct part
(NAS 1523C ION), with a minor dimensional difference.

It was determined that, in both shipments conducted in fall 2011, MURR had installed
this incorrect part. In each case, MURR conducted the helium leak test as specified in the
certificate of compliance, and in each case, the helium leak test had passed, and the
shipments proceeded.
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(3) ASSESSMENT OF SAFETY CONSEQUENCES

MURR believes the safety consequences of this incident are negligible. The leak test was
successfully completed on both occasions, and there is no indication of any lapse in cask
performance.

(4) CORRECTIVE ACTIONS

After learning of the MIT notification, MURR initiated an investigation of our previous
shipments and discovered the issue. Initial corrective actions included informing the cask
owner, Battelle Energy Alliance (BEA), of the incident. BEA is addressing the issue with
the certificate holder. The certificate holder has supplied a corrected parts list
memorandum, and MURR has received indication that correct parts will be supplied prior
to our next shipment.

(5) PREVIOUS EVENTS

A similar issue was experienced at Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) Nuclear
Reactor Laboratory in November 2011, as indicated in their letters to NRC dated January
25 and February 3, 2012.

(6) CONTACT INFORMATION

For further discussion of this incident, please contact John Ernst, Associate Director for
Regulatory Assurance, at (573)882-5226 or ernstj@missouri.edu.

(7) EXPOSURE TO RADIATION

None.

Sincerely,

LRalph Bu ler
Director
University of Missouri Research Reactor

cc:
Battelle Energy Alliance (BEA)


